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Let S be an analytic subset of pure codimension 1 of a cornplex manifold 
G .  Let f be a bounded, holomorphic function on S. Then, the following 
extension problem can be asked: Does there exist a boiinded holornorplzic 
fu~tc t ion  F on G such that F I S = f ?  Of course, in general such an extension 
is impossible. Even in simple cases, the answer is difficult, for instance in 
the case of the unit disc. Alexander [l] solved the problem for the polydisc 
under very restrictive assumptions on S2 .  Stout [GI solved the second 
Cousin problem with bounds for the polydisc. His paper was the starting 
point for these investigations. Grauert and Lieb [8] and Ramirez de 
Arellano [4] solved the first Cousin problem with bounds if G is a strongly 
pseudoconvex open, bounded subset of C with Cm-boundary. 
Here, the problem will be solved under suitable assumptions, if G is a 
polycylinder, i.e., G = GI x x G,,, where each G, is an open, connected 
bounded subset of the complex plane C.  As Alexander has shown by a 
counterexample, the problem in general is unsolvable, i.e., it is unreasonably 
posed. Precisely, the result is as follows: Let h be a bo~inded, holomorphic 
function on G and suppose that S = 11-'(0) is non empty and different 
from G = G, x .- .  x G,, . A holomorphic function f :  S 4 C is said to be 
strictly bounded,  if and only if there exists a finite open covering {U , ) iG ,  
of %, a bounded holomorphic function f, on Ui n G for each i €1,  and 
a bounded holomorphic function a l j  on U i  n U j  n G for each (i,j) E I x I 
with Ui n U, # @ such that 
if U i  n U j  # (Zi. Theorem 2.8 asserts that a bounded I~olomorphic fiinction 
F: G -t C with F [ S  = f exists, i f f  is strictly bounded. 
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The proof uses a type of Grothendieck Lemma with bounds on 
G ,  x .*- x G,. The exact statement is given in Theorem 2.8. 
1. T h e  Grotlzendieclc Lemma with Bounds 
Notations. If f : M -t C is a function, define 11 f 11 iLi = sup 1 f ( M )  I .  If 
M is a real or complex manifold, let c ~ ( M )  be the set of functions f :  M -+ C 
of class c', where 0 5 ii;c S co implies the usuaI meaning and k = lz 
means I~olomorphic. If M G M ,  x ..- x M I , ,  let c " M , I ~ ,  4 . .  k,,) be the set 
of all f E c ~ ( M ) ,  such that f is of class chv in the vth variable. 
If M is a set, define M n  = M x ... x M (,I-times). Let No be the set 
of non negative integers. For p E N:, define the differential operator 
If M is open in Cn, i f f  E c k ( M )  and if 0 p 5 1c and 0 5 lL 5 n ,  let 
11 f IlE'j.)be the maximum of all 11 ~ , f  11, where 0 5 p1 -I- + p1 5 p and 
pi.+ , = = p,, = 0. Define 11 f / I $ )  = 11 f I\$*"'. Then 
11 f 112) = 11 f IIM = 11 f \lgpA) * 
Define 
If K c H c C ,  let 
be the boundary distance from K to H .  If K is compact and H # C ,  then 
co > P(K,  H )  > 0. If H is a bounded subset of C ,  its diameter is given by 
diam(H) = sup { I  z - w 1 I(z, ,v) E H x H I .  If H is a measurable subset of 
C ,  let i i ~ ( H )  be its Lebesgue measure. 
Lemma 1.1. Let MI be aiz open stibset of C" with iz 2 0. Let M ,  be 
n conzplex ~ i~aiz i fo ld .  For every subset H of C dejize H' = M ,  x H x M,. 
Let C be a rlorz empty ,  bounded, open subset of C with diauneter A. De jne  
M = C ' .  
Tlzeiz for every ope11 set with 12J # H c i?i c G ,  a linear nzap 
exists s~iclz that for all izolt negative integers s 
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C) ~ ( f  1,- = f on H ' ,  
d) if K is c o ~ n p a c t ,  i f  H aizd R are  open with 
rn(G - H) 1 1 - 7 ' 5 --- P(K, H )  11 I!:') ' 
e) If A?, is a n  open,  rzon ev tp ty  subset of M,, if H is  operz wit11 
% # H c Rc G arzd if I. are  tlie na tura l  restr ict io ,~ m a p s ,  therz the fol- 
Iowirlg diagrar?z is  c o n ~ m u  tat ive:  
Cm(M1 x G x M2; CO,  co, h)  3 C W ( M ~  x c x M ~ ;  co, co,  h) 
Proof. Let H be open and bounded with R c G. Take a function 
p = p ,  of class Cm on C with colnpact support in G such that 0 5 p =< 1 
and such that p = 1 in a neighborhood of 8. Take f E Cm(M; CO, co, h ) .  
For ( x ,  z ,  w )  E C' = M1 x C x M a ,  define 
Then g~ Cm(C'; co, co, h )  . For (x, z ,  w )  E C' , define 
If U contains G and has diameter r 5 co , then 
on U' . If U = G ,  then r = A. The expressions for 7c(f)  show 
~ c ( f )  E Cm(M; a, CO, h ) .  Obviously, r i  is linear, Moreover, if z E G ,  then 
DE.(f) = - -  t J, J, (Dzg)  ( x ,  teib + I ,  ~ ) e - ' ~ ' d t d +  
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Hence 
1 D;lc(f 11 5 2A 11 DZg ]Ic, 5 2A 1 1  Dff ]Ihf 
which implies a). Obviously e) is true. As is well known, tc(f), = g on C' 
(Hormander [3, p. 3, Theorem 1.2.21). Therefore, b) and c) are true. 
Now, the assumptiolls of d) are made. Take (x, z, \v) E K' = MI x K x M,: 
then 
which implies d). Q.E.D. 
For 1 2 p 5 n ,  let T(p, 11) be the set of injective and increasing maps 
of {I,  2, -.., p) into (1, . a - ,  n ) .  If /L E T(p, 11) and f l ,  ..., f,, are differentiable 
functions, define 
If G is open in C",  let AP."G) be the vector space of complex forms 
of bidegree (p,q) and of class C "on G. Define 
Let z,, .-.,z,, be tlle coordinate fiinctions on G. If o E AP,"G), then 
where o,,, E Cm(G) . Define 
For q 4 A 5 J I ,  let A$'"G) be the set of o E AP*"G) with 
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Define ZZpq(G) = AZvq(G) f3ZP'"G). Now Lemma 1.1 extends: 
Lemma 1.2. Suppose 1 5 q 5 n .  Let M I  be open in c"-' and M ,  
be open in Cn-% If H E C ,  define H' = M ,  x H x M ,  . Let G be a 
non empty,  bounded, open subset of C with diameier A .  Define M = G'. 
Then,  for every open set H with # H c i?i c G ,  a linear map 
K = K,: Z:'"M) + A;?;~(C') 
exists such that K J w )  is holomorphic in the variables (z,,,, z,,) on 
M ,  if o E Z : ' ~ ( M )  and such that 
)lK(w)IJM 5 2 ~ 1 1  wllM, 
~ K ( w )  = w on H ' ,  
c) i f  C is compact, if H and I? are open with 
then 
d) if A?, is an open, non ernpty subset of M ,  for v = 1,2,  if H is open 
with # H c Xfr G and if r denotes the natural restriction maps, then 
the following diagram is commutative : 
Proof. If w E Z: 'q(M),  then 
o = 'C o,,dz, /\ d i ,  /\ /\ dZ, 
P ~ T ( p . n )  
where w ,,," = 0 for p = q + 1 ,.., n . Hence w,, E Cm(M;  co, a, h ) .  Define 
the linear map K by 
Then K H ( w )  = K ( w )  e AP,!!;'(c1) is holomorphic in the variables 
(z,.,, ..., z,,) E M 2 .  Lemma 1.1 implies a), c) and d) immediately. Moreaver, 
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on H ' ,  because K(w,,) is holomorphic in (z,+,,...,z,,) . Q.E.D. 
In the next lemma, the usual induction procedure will be used to prove 
Grothendieck's Lemma with bounds: 
Lemma 1.3. Let 1 2 q 5 1 5 n .  S ~ ~ p p o s e  tlzat G = G I  x ... x G, 
where each G, is a non emp ty ,  open slibset of C .  Assui?ze, that A 2 1 exists 
with A 2 diam G, for v = q ,  ..., n . Define 
GP = GI x -.. x G,, G ( p )  = G,,+l X X G,,. 
I f  H,  c C for p = q ,  ..., 1, define 
Then ,  for every open set H ,  x x H, with 125 # H, c Ej,  c G,, for 
p = q,...,I,, a linear m a p  
exists such that  K(w) is kolomorpltic in the variables (z~,,  ,, -.., z,,) E G(?.) 
if o E Z ~ ' " G )  and such that 
c) if C, is compact, and if H,, ntzd q, are open with 
or p = q;..,A, if C = C" G(1), if A = g", i j  /3 = min{P(C,,H,) I 
/ i  = q ,  . . . , I u )  and i f  6 = max{in(G,, - H,,)] = q , . . . ,A) ,  theiz 
d) i f  6, is nn  open, nor1 etnpty subset of G,  for v = 2 + 1,  ..., it , i f  H,, 
is open with # H,, c R,, c GI, for kt = q + I, --.,A, then tlze dingrain 
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is cornnzutntive, where r denotes the n n t ~ ~ r a l  restriction nzaps. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction for 3,. Lemlna 1.2 implies 
Lemma 1.3 for q = A .  Suppose that Lemma 1.3 is true for 1 - 1 with 
q < A 5 r z .  Then, it shall be proved for 1- as foIlows. 
Take open, non empty sets H,,..., HA with HI, c G,,, Several linear maps 
shall be defined : 
1. DeJinition of n and I/J: Take w EZ$'"G), then o = dZ, /\ a + P 
where a = n(w) E A$L~~'(G) and P = $(o) E A,Pf,(G) are unique. 
2. DeJiilition of X. Take a E A;?;'(G), then 
a =  C @ / l v d ~ p  A dzV 
p ~ T ( p , n )  v ~ T ( q - 1 , i . - 1 )  
where a,,, E C ~ ( G ' - '  x GI. x G(A)) . Define 
3. Defizition of o: If o E ZZyq(G) define 
Then %(w) = do = 0. Denote a = n(o) and P = $(o). Then o = dFJ. A a S p  
with 
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Therefore, a ,,o = 0 and hVFp = 0 if p = A t 1, -.., n .  Hence a,, and PjiV 
are holomorphic in the variables (z,,,, -.-, z,,) on G(A), which implies the 
same property for rc,,,(a,,,). Set y = ~ ( a ) .  Then 
where q E A;?,(G). Hence 
4. Dejnition of K = KIj :  Now, let z be the operator K which exists 
by induction for GI, ..., G,-, , HA,  G,,,, ..., GI, as fixed domains and 
H, c R, c G,, a , . ,  H2-, c R2-, c G).-l as subdomains, Observe that 
HL- 1 x H, x G(A) = H x G(A). Hence 
where A,P!!~~T'(H x G(A)) is contained in A,P?;'(H x G(1')). Define 
Take w E ZjI'YG). Define cc = n(w) and P = t)(w). Then w = d5, /\ a + P. 
Then y = ~ ( a )  E Af;!rl(G) is holomorphic in (z, ,, -.., z,,) on G(1,) as shown 
above. Moreover, z(o(w)) is hololnorphic in (z,, , , . . . ,~,,) on G(A) by in- 
drrction. Hence K(w) is holomorphic in (z,,,, .-., z,,) on G(3;). Moreover, 
a(w) = w - 8 y  and 
on H'.-' x H, x G(2) = H x G(A) which proves b). 
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N o w  a) shall be proved: Take w E Z,P3"G) and set again a = n(w), 
P = $(w) and y = ~ ( a ) .  Then o = d.2). A a + P and a(w) = w - Jy and 
Obviously, 
by Lemma 1.1. Define 
Then Lemma 1.1 a) impIies 
Now, o(w) = w - 8y = /3 - q on G" = G).-' x H ,  x G(d) implies 
for any non negative integer s .  By induction 
Hence 
11 K(w) IIFIX G(2.) 5 11 y IIC + 11 %(G(U)) 111, x G(J.) 
5 2A 11 w 11, f 9(6~)"-"l  11 w ]I$-"."-') 
5 (6~)~ . -q+ l  11 l/g-q*)-l) 
which proves a). 
N o w  c)  shall be proved: Suppose that the assumptions of c) are made. 
The constructions for fiq;..,15 are distinguished by -- . Then 2 = -n and 
$ = $ . Take w G Z,P3"G). Then 
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Define a = n ( w )  = C ,, T( , , , ,  Cv, .(,- ,- l)a,,dz, /\ dZv . Then 
where I<,, and icz, are formed for G"-' k H ,  x G(A) and Gaul  x x G(A) 
respectively. Therefore Lemma 1.1 implies 
Now 
Define 
To = Kgn- 1 : Z:?l :(G1- l x HA x G(A)) -+ A : L ~ ~ ( A ' . - ~  x H A  x G(A)). 
The induction assumption d) implies ?(6(w))  = SO(C(w)). The induction 
assumption c) implies 
NOW, ~ ( w )  = /3 - 11 on G'.-' x H ,  x G(A) and 5 ( w )  = P - f j  on 
G"' x ga x G(A) imply 
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on G"-' x HA x G(A) where a,, E C"(G).-' x G, x G(A); co, oo, h). Let U 
be an open neighborhood of C, with 0 c H, such that P(C,, H,) g 2P(U,H,). 
Lemma 1.1 d) implies 
28 (,,).-I, 5 B I I o / G  - 
Hence 
26 ( . v t 1 , , - 1 )  11 ~..(a,~)z, - ~ ~ i J ~ ~ ~ ) z , l I ~ . l ; ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ )  5 8 I I  a I I G  
for p = 1, -.-,A - 1,  which implies 
The induction assumption d) implies z,(a(w) - 3(w)) = z(a(w) - Z(o)). 
The induction assumption a) implies 
6 5 -(24~)"-"1 w ll$-+'"-l) . 
2P 
Therefore 
which proves c). 
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Now d) shall be proved: Suppose that the assumptions of d) are made. 
The constructions for GL+,, a - . ,  C?,, are distinguished by -. Then 
2 = n and $ = $ . Take w E ~fl'~(6). Then n(w) = e(o)  and $(o) = $(w). 
Lemma 1.1 c) implies ~(n(w))  = i(n(w)) = R(fi(w)). Hence 
Induction assumption d) implies -2(8(0)) = T( 6(w)) = z(o(o)) . Therefore 
KII(w> = f(fi(w)> + -2( a(w>> = x(~(w))  + 5(6 (~ ) )  = KH(@), 
which proves d). 
For A = n,  the following theorem is obtained. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 1.4. Let 1 5 q 5 n .  Suppose that G = G1 x x G,, where 
each G, is a non emp ty ,  open subset of C .  Assume that  A 2 1 exists such 
that diamG, A for v = q ; - - , a .  Then ,  for every open set 
with f l y  c G, for v = q;..,n a linear m a p  
exists such that  
c) if C, is conzpact, if H, and g, are ope i~  and if 
@ 21 C,C H , c  R, c g,, c @,c G,, 
for p = q ,  ..., n ,  i f  
C = GI x x G,-, x C, x ... x C,, 
- A = GI x ... x Go-, x H, x ... x a, 
H = Gi x ... x G,-, x H, x .-. x H,, 
B = min{B(Cp,Hi,) I P = q ,  n l  
6 = m a x ( a z ( ~ , - ~ , , ) I ~ ~  = q,.. . ,n) 
then 
6 11 KH(w) - Kg(w) ]Ic 5 -(24A)"-q 11 w llg-q). P 
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Let G be an open subset of Cn.  Let A P . y ~ )  be the vector space of con- 
tinuous forms of bidegree (p ,  q )  on G .  Take u E ZP'"G) with q 2 1 ,  then 
i,h EA" '~- ' (G)  is said to be a strong solution of the 3-problem of w on G ,  
if and only if a sequence {fi,), of forms $,E A ~ ' ~ - ' ( G )  exists such that 
the following conditions hold : 
1. For every compact subset C of G there exists a number V ~ E N  
such that % f i ,  = to onC for all v 2 v,. 
2. For every compact subset C of G 
- 0  for v--, co .  
If this is so write o = 8!$ .  Define the vector spaces 
ZPpq(G; S )  = {o E ZPSq(G) ( 11 w I[$) < co) 
APr4(G) = {W E Z P p q ( ~ )  I 11 o / I G  4 co) 
APSq(G; S )  = {W E APTq(G) I 11 o 1;) < co) . 
Theorem 1.5. Let 1 5 q 5 n .  Suppose that G, is a n  open, non empty 
szibset of C for v = l ; . - , n .  Assume that Gq,...,Gn are bounded. DeJine 
G = G ,  x -.. x G,. Then  a linear map 
exists such that 3 ! ~ ( o )  = o for all o E Z ~ . ~ ( G ; ~ - ~ ) .  I f  A 2 1 is slick that 
diam G, 5 A for v = q,.-.,n and if w ~ 2 ~ . ~ ( G ; n - q ) ,  then
Proof. For each p = q,...,n choose a sequence {H,,),,, of open, 
non empty sets H,, with 
such that G,, = U ,, H,, 
Theorem 1.4 gives a linear map 
For each V E N ,  take a Cw-function p, on G with support in H"' and 
with p ,  1 A' = 1 where 0  5 p, 5 1 on G .  For w E ZPJq(G, n - q )  define 
L,(w) = p,Q, on H "' and L,(o) = 0  on G -  H '* '. Then L,(o) E AP'q-l (G). 
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Obviously, the map L, is linear. Take A >= 1 with A 2 diam Gv for 
, = q, ... ,n. 
Let U be any open subset of G such that i7 is compact. Then a number 
v0(U) E N exists such that Hv 2 i7 for v  2 vo(U)  . Therefore 
for v  2 vo(U) and w E ZP'q(G; n - q) . For v  2 v,(U) define 6 ,  = 
max ( m ( G ,  - H ,  ,+,) I p = q ,  a * . ,  n3 . Then 6,  + 0 for v  + co . Define 
P(v> = minIP(U, HPV+2) I I* = 4, . . - ,a} .  
Then P(v) 2 P = P(v0(U)) >. 0 for all v  2 vo(U) .  If p > v  2 vo (U) ,  then 
II Lv(o)  - L,(o) 1, = Ij QV(I> - Q,,(w> IlF 
Hence (L,(o)},, ,  is a Cauchy sequence on G and converges uniformly 
an every compact subset of G .  Then 
L(w)  = lim LV(w)  E A"P.q ' l l (~) .  
v + m  
The map L is linear. Moreover 
for every open, relative compact subset U of G .  Hence 
which implies L(w)  E APrfi- ' (G)  . 
If C is compact in G ,  take an open neighborhood U of C with I3 com- 
pact and i7 c G .  If v  2 vo (U) ,  then 
because C E U z H V .  Moreover, 
Hence 11 L v ( w )  - L(w)  1, -+ 0 for v -+ co . Consequently, 8 ! L ( o )  = w . 
Q.E.D. 
If q  = 1, the situation can easily be improved: 
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Lemma 1.6. Let G # @ be open in C". Suppose that w E Z ~ " ( G )  and 
t,b EAP?O(G) are given with w = a!$. Then  I) E A p * ' ( ~ )  is of class C m  and 
w = a$.  
Proof. Let {$,}, ., be a sequence of forms $, E A P . ' ( ~ )  satisfying the 
conditions of the definition of o = a ! $ .  Let U be any open, relative com- 
pact subset of G with B c G such that o = $4 on U where 4 E A* ' ( u ) .  
A number V, E N exists such that a$, = o = $5, on U for all v 2 v,. 
Hence X, = $, - 4 is a holomorphic form on U because ax, = 0 if v 2 v,. 
Because $, 4 $ for v -, co uniformly on U ,  it also follows that 
xV + x = $ - 4 for v -+ co uniformly on U .  Hence x is holornorphic on 
U ,  which implies that t,h is of class Cw on U and that 0 = ax = - $4 
or $$ = o on U .  Because every point of G has such a neighborhood, 
$eAP,O(G) and a$ = o on G. Q.E.D. 
Because a ! ~ ( w )  = w Theorem 1.5 and Lemma 1.6 imply 
Theorem 1.7. Assume that G = G ,  x ... x G, # (21 is open and 
bounded in Cn with G, c C for v = 1, .-., n .  Let A 2 1 be such that 
diamG, A for v = l,...,iz . Then a linear rnap 
L: Z ~ " ( G ;  n- 1) + A ~ I ' ( G ;  0 )  
exists such that a ~ ( w )  = w and 
Observe, that A'~'(G,o) is the normed space of bounded complex 
valued Cm-functions on G. 
2. Extensioii of Bounded Functions 
Let G # @ be open in the complex manifold M.  If U # @ is open 
in the Hausdorff space G ,  let BG(U) be the Banach space of bounded holo- 
morphic functions on U n G .  Observe that U is open in Gand U n G # 
is open in M .  If V is open in G with @ # V s U ,  the restriction map 
rg : BG(U) -t B,(V) is defined. Then B = B ,  = {B,(u),$) is the pre- 
sheaf of bounded hoIomorphic functions on (7, It  induces the sheaf 
%3 = %(GI of germs of bounded holotzzorphic functions on e. If D is 
the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on M, then D 1 G = % 1 G ,  
but D, # 23, may hold if x E G - G ;  of course 23, 2 0, for all x E G .  
If U # @ is open in the Hausdorff space C, let T ( U , B )  be the algebra 
of sections of 23 over U .  If Vis open in G with @ # V v U ,  the restriction 
map I.;:T(U,B) -+ T ( V , B )  is defined. Then T(%) = ( T ( u , % ) , ~ ~ )  is the 
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canonical presheaf of 23. Here, T(U,23) can be identified with an algebra 
of holomorphic functions on U n G ,  where f  E r ( U ,  23) if and only if 
f  1 ( V  n G) E BG(V) for every open set V in whose closure P is compact 
and contained in U , Observe B,(U) c T ( U ,  23) and that B, is a subpresheaf 
of r(23) under this identification. If is compact, then T(G,  23) = B,(G) 
is the algebra of bounded holomorphic functions on G. 
Let U = {Uij iC,  be a covering of G by non empty subsets U i ,  which 
are open in the space G .  For p 2 0 ,  define 
'Then I  = I(0).  For i = (i,, ..., i,) E I(p) define Ui = Uio n -.. Uip.  Let 
G,,, be the group of permutations on ( p  + 1) elements. If ~ E G , , ,  
define n(i)  = (in(,,, . . a ,  if i = ( i O ,  i,). Then n(I(p))  = I (p ) .  A 
p-cochain f  on U in B is a family f  = { f i I i  E l ( p )  where fi E BG(Ui) and 
fn(i) = (signn) . fi for each i E I (p ) .  The set CP(U, B) of p-cochains forms 
a vector space over C . A linear map 6 :  CP(U, B)  -+ cP"(U, B)  is defined by 
,+I 
(6f) io  ... i,+l = C ... i,-li,+L ... i;,+x 
v = o  
where each term is restricted to G n U i  with i = (i,, .--, i). Then 6 o 6 = 0. 
The vector space ZP(U, B)  = { f  E CP(U, B)  16 f = 0 )  is the set of p-cocycles 
on U in B and contains 6 c P - l ( U ,  B)  . For p = 0 define HO(U, B )  = z O ( U ,  B)  
and for p 2 1 define 
HP(U, B )  = ZP(U, B)/6CP-'(U, B)  
as the pth cohomoIogy group on (u in B .  If 23 is a refinement of U ,  then 
a linear map r g :  HP(U,B) -t H p ( B , B )  is defined such that r.; o rg = r& 
if 'B.3 is a refinement of 3. Hence the direct limit of {HP(U,  B ) , r i )  exists 
and is {HP(G, B),  r") where rU:  HP(U, B) -+ Hp(G, B) is the residual map 
and where HP(G, B )  is the pth cohomoIogy group in G with coefficients in 
B .  Observe HO(U, B)  = HO(G, B)  = HO(G, B)  = r ( G , B )  with r$ and rU: 
being the identity. 
If in these definitions the presheaf B = B, is replaced by the presheaf 
r(23) ,  the vector spaces 
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are defined. The inclusion B c T ( B )  of presheaves defines an isomorphism 
HP(G, B)  x H P ( G , B ) ,  because is paracompact. 
Suppose that G is compact. Then every open covering on G has a finite 
refinement. Therefore, the previous considerations can be restricted to 
finite, open coverings. If U is such a finite, open covering of C, and if 
f E CP(U, B )  define 
Then 11 1) is a norm on CP(U, B) and CP(U,B) is a Banach space with this 
norm. Moreover, 11 df 1 5 ( p  + 1) 11 f 1 1 .  Hence 6 is continuous, and 
ZP(U, B)  is again a Banach space with this norm. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G = G1 x ... x G,, # 12( be open and bounded in 
Cn with G, c C f o r  v = I,..., n .  Let B be the presheaf of germs of bounded 
holomorplzicJitnctions 011 G .  Let U be afirzite open covering of the compact 
H a ~ l s d o r - s p a c e  G .  Then a contintlous linear map 
exists such that that 6 o a is the identity on Z 1 ( U , ~ ) .  Especially, H1(U,B) 
= 0 .  
Proof. Take a partition {pi), ., of unity by non negative Cm-functions 
pi on C", such that supp pi is compact and G n suppp, E Ui for each 
i e I and such that Xi p, = 1 on G. Now a continuous linear map 
a:Z1(U,  B) -+ z'*'(G; n - 1) will be defined. 
Take a number C > 1 such that 
for all i E I ,  all /Z = l , . . . , n ,  and all s = O;..,n. Take 
in Z1(U,  B) . Then f i j  = -f., on Ui fi Uj n G if (i, j) E l ( 1 )  and fi, +fjk + f k i  
= 0 on Ui n Uj n U, n G if (i,j, l c ) ~ 1 ( 2 ) .  Define f i j(x)  = 0 if X E  G - Ui 
n Uj. Define gi = C .,p, fki on Ui n G . Then gi is a function of class 
C" on Ui with ) I  giltUlnG S )] f 1) . Moreover, 
on Ui n Uj n G if (i,j) E I (1) .  Because f i j  is holomorphic agj = 8gi on 
Ui n Uj n G .  Hence o E z'>'(G) exists uniquely, such that o I U i  n G = 8gi. 
Then 
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on G where 
If P E  N k  then 
which implies 
I[ w 11;-I) s max /I w ll';',;) s C 11 f I] c co . 
i s 1  
Define a ( f )  = w .  Then a is a linear map into zO"(G; n-1)  with ) I  a ( f )  )I$'-'' 5 C 11 f 11 . Hence a is continuous. 
According to Theorem 1.7, a continuous, linear map L:  z o i i ( G ;  n - 1) 
-+ AO"(G,O) with a ~ ( 4 )  = 4 exists, where AO+O(G,O) is the normed space 
of bounded Cm-functions on G .  Define $I = L ( a ( f ) )  on G .  Define 
hi = g,-$I on U i n G f o r e a c h  i ~ l .  Then a h i =  $g i -8@ = o - w  = 0 
on U i  n G .  Hence hi is holomorphic on U i  n G .  If A 4 1, such that 
diam G,  5 A for v = 1, ..., n .  Then 
Hence, h = {hi},  ., E CO(LT,B). Define h = o ( f ) .  Obviously, o is linear. 
Because 
o is continuous. If ( i , j )  E I (1) ,  then 
Therefore, (6 o o )  ( f )  = j . Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G = G, x x G, # @ be open and bounded in 
Cn with G, c C for v = l , . . . , n  . Let '23 be the sheaf of germs of bounded 
holotnor-phic functions on e. Then  
Proof. Take h G H'(G,  B )  z ff1(G,B). Then a finite, open coveringu of 
the compact Hausdorff space C exists such that f E H1(LI, B )  with h = r U ( f )  
exists. By Theorem 2.1, f = 0,  hence h = 0. Q.E.D. 
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Let G # @ be open in the cornplex manifold M. Let 23 be the sheaf of 
germs of bounded holomorphic functions on G .  If U is open in G ,  if 
x  E U  and if h E B,(U) (or h E T ( U , B ) ) ,  then h defines a germ iz, €23,. 
Define h B  1 U = U, , u { f  h,] f €23,). Then 12B 1 U is a subsheaf of 
1 U generated by 1 1 .  A subsheaf 8 of 23 is said to be a principal ideal 
sheaf of 23 if and onIy if for every x  E G an open neighborhood U of x  in 
C and an element h E BG(U) exist such that 8 1 U = 1 2 . 8  1 U .  If it is possible 
to choose U = G ,  then 8 is called a globally principal ideal sheaf in 23. 
For any sheaf 8 on C ,  and any open subset U of the space G ,  denote 
by T ( U , 5 )  the set of continuous sections in 8 over U .  If 5 is a subsheaf 
of 23 , then T ( U ,  8) = { f  E T ( U , B )  1 f ,  E 8, for all x  E U ) .  
Lemma 2.3. Le f  G # 121 be an  open subset of a complex maizifold M .  
Let 23 be the sheaf of germs of bo~iilded holomorphic f t~nc t io~ l s  on G .  Let 
U  # 121 be open in the space G .  Let 8 be a subsheaf of 23. Suppose that 
h ~ r ( U , 2 3 )  exists such that 8 1 U = 12B 1 U. T h e n  for euery s E T ( U ,  5 ) ,  
a functio~z ~ E T ( U , B )  exists such that s = g h .  O b s e ~ v e :  I f  V is a n y  open 
subset of G whose closure P is conzpact and contained in U ,  the12 g is 
bounded on V n G ,  i.e., g  ( (V n G) E BG(V) .  
Proof. Pick s E T ( U , 8 ) .  Then s E T ( U , B )  with s, E 5, for each x  E U .  
Hence for every x  E U a germ f ( x )  €23, exists such that s, = f ( x ) .  h,. 
An open neighborhood W ( x )  of x  in U exists such that g x +  h = s on 
W ( x )  n G with gx E BG(W(x)) .  If h is identically zero on some component 
of W ( x )  n G , then s is identically zero on this component; therefore it can 
be assumed that gx = 1 on this component. Then gx = gy on W ( x )  n W ( y )  
n G if this intersection is not empty. Hence one and only one holomorphic 
function g exists on U n G such that g I  W ( x )  n G = gXr Hence g . Iz = s 
on U (7 G .  Let V be open in G such that Y is compact and contained in U .  
There, finitely many points x, , . - . ,xp  exist in U such that 5 W(x , )  
U . . - U W ( x p )  . Hence 
Therefore g  ( V n G E B,(V) . (Observe, that Y n G may not be compact!) 
O.E.D. 
Now, Stout's result [6] can be formulated easily: 
Theorem 2.4 (Stout). Let G = GI x ... x G,,, where each 
G, = { z  E C 1 I z I < 1) is the unit disc. Let 23 be the sheaf of germs of 
bounded hoIomorphic functions on G .  Then any principal ideal sheaf 
5 in 23 is globally principal. 
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Proof. Finite, open coverings {UiI i  ,, and { K } i , I  of e with P C  Ui 
exist such that 51 Ui = h i B  1 U ,  with hi E BG(Ui).  Here, Vi is compact. 
Lemma 2.3 implies the existence of bounded holomorphic functions gij 
on Vi n Vj n G if Vi n V j  # such that hi = gi jh j  on Vi n V j  n G where 
g,, = 1 on every component of % n % n G where I z j  = 0 and hence It, = 0. 
Then g j i  = gi;l ; especially, gi, # 0 on Vi A Vj n G. Hence {hi ,  K I i  is 
a Cousin I1 distribution in the sense of Stout [6].  Therefore, It E B,(C) 
exists such that 11 = uihi and hi = v,h on K n G where ui and ui are bounded 
holomorphic functions on Vi .  Clearly 
~ ~ K = ~ , B I K = ~ v , B ~ [ I / ; . ~ B I T / ~ ,  
h B ]  vi = u i h i B /  v = u , 5 ( [  5 31 Vi .  
Hence 5 1 Vi = h B  I V,. Since {V}, ., is a covering, it follows that 5 = h B  . 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.5. Let G = G1 x - - -  x G,, # @ be an open, bounded and 
connecied subset of C" with G, c C for v = 1, ..., n .  Let B be the sheaf 
of bounded holornorphic functions on G .  Let 5 be a globally principal 
ideal sheaf in 23. Let U = {U,} ,  , be a finite, open coveriizg of G .  Then  
Proof. If 5 is the zero ideal, the statement is true. Suppose 5 is not 
the zero ideal. Take It E B,(G) such that 8 = h B  . Then h is not identically 
zero on G . Because G is connected, h, # 0 for each x E C and 11, is not a 
zero-divisor in B,. If g E B,, then g = u - h, with u €23,. Because h, 
is not a zero divisor, u is unique. Define u = /Z(g). Obviously, A: J 4 23 
is linear and bijective. I t  remains to be shown that A is continuous. Pick 
go E J ,  and let W be an open neighborhood of 21, = A(go) €23,. An open 
neighborhood U of x in C and seB , (U)  and 1 E BG(U) exist such that 
s, = 11, and s, E W for all z E U .  Moreover, t, = go and t,  E J, for all 
z E U . Then t, = s,h,. Hence t = sh on V n G for a neighborhood V of x 
in G with V c U .  Hence t, = s,h, for z E V, which implies A(t,) = s, E W 
for a11 z E V .  Now, y = { t ,  I z E V) is an open neighborhood of go = t, 
with A(y) c W. Hence A is continuods. Therefore 3,: J -t B is a sheaf 
isomorphism (for 23-modules). Hence isomorphisms 
are induced. Now, Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 complete the proof. Q.E.D. 
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Let G # 12( be an open subset of the complex manifold M.  Let 93 be 
the sheaf of germs of bounded holo~norphic functions on M .  Let 5 be 
a principal ideal sheaf in B. Let U be the quotient sheaf. This defines 
the exact sequence. 
where p is the residual map. Observe that J, B and Q are sheaves on G, 
not only on G .  Then 
The intersection S(J) = G n s u p p n  is analytic. If J # '23, and if 3, # 0 
for at least one point in each component of G, then S(J) has pure co- 
dimension 1. Observe that (supp Q,U) is a ringed space. n, may have 
zero divisors. For each open subset U of the space G with V = U n suppQ 
# @, T(V,Q) = T(U,D) is a ring. Its element are, so to speak, the "holo- 
morphic functions" on U in (suppQ,Q). However, in general, this ring 
cannot be identified with a ring of functions on V .  
If N is any analytic subset of G, and if V # 12( is open in the space N ,  
let A(V; N) be the ring of holomorphic functions on V in the sense of Serre. 
If U is open in the space G and if V = U nsuppQ # 12(, then a ring 
homomorphism 
shall be defined : Take s E T(V,n).  For every x E V an open neighborhood 
W, of x in the space G and f X ~ B G ( W x )  exist such that p(f,") = s(z) for all 
z E W,, where s(z) = 0 for ZE U - V. If Wx n Wy # 125, then fz - f J~3 ,  
for all z E Wx n W,. Hence the function 
is well defined by u(s)(z) = fY(z) if z E WF n S( 3 ) .  Obviously, 
U(S) E A(S(3) n V, S(J)). Obviously, v is a ring-hon~omorphism, but, in 
general, u is not injective or surjective. u(s)(z) is said to be the u n l ~ ~ e  of 
s at z . If x E V, then f x  ( Wx n S(3) = u(s) I W, n S( J) . Hence, for each 
point x E V a neighborhood W = W ,  exists such that u(s) is bounded on 
W, n S ( 3 ) .  Hence, if C is compact, and s E r(G,Q), then u(s) is bounded 
on S(J), because suppU is compact and can be covered by finitely many 
neighborhoods W, . In general, not every bounded holomorphic function 
on S(3) can be obtained this way. (See the example of Alexander at the 
end of this paper.) 
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A holomorphic function f  E A ( G , S ( J ) )  is said to be strictly boutzded 
for J if there exists an open covering U = {U,) ,  ,, of the space G and a 
family { f ,}, . , of functions fi E BG(U,)  such that: 
1) If ( i , j )  E I (1)  and if z E U ,  /7 U ,  , then ( f i  - f j ) z  €3,. 
2)  If ~ E I  with U i n S ( J ) # @  then f , I ~ ~ n s ( J ) = f l ~ ~ n s ( J ) .  
If e is compact, finitely many Ui  cover and f  is bounded. 
Lemma 2.6. T h e  function f E A ( G , S ( ~ ) )  is strictly bounded for J ,  if 
and only i f f  = u(s) for some s ~ T ( s u p p Q , 8 ) -  
Proof. a) I f f  is strictly bounded, define s by s ( z )  = p(f iz)  for z E U,.  
Because of I), s(z )  does not depend on i . Hence s is well defined: s:  G + 8. 
Because the germ &,E% depends continuously on Z E  U , ,  the section s 
is continuous. By definition and because of 2 ) ,  u(s) = f .  
b) Suppose that f  = v(s) with s ET(G,Q)  = r(supp8,Q).  For every 
x E G ,  an open neighborhood W,  of x in the space e and f x  E BG(Wx) exists 
such that ~ ( f , " )  = s ( z )  for all z E W, . If W, n Wy # @ then f: - f: E J z  
for all z E W, n Wy . Moreover, 
f I w x n s ( f i >  = u ( s ) I w ~ ~ s ( J )  = f " I  w X n s ( @ ) .  Q.E.D. 
Lemma 2.7. T h e  holotrzorphic fiinctioiz f E A (G ,S (J ) )  is strictly bounded 
fop J ,  if and only if an  open covering U = {Ui I i  ,, of the space G, a 
fami ly  { f i I i  e I  with fi E BG(Ui) ,  and functions h i j  E BG(Ui n U j )  for each 
( i ,  j )  E I (1)  exist such that :  
1. I f  ~ E I  and if U i n S ( J ) #  @, then f l u , n s ( J ) =  f i 1 u i n s ( J ) .  
2. If ( i , j )  E I ( 1 ) ,  then fi - f j  = aijhi j  on U i  n U j  n G .  
3. I f  ( i , j )  E I ( 1 ) ,  then J I U ,  n U j  = hi j% 1 U ,  n U,. 
Proof. a) Obviously, if these conditions are satisfied, then f  is strictly 
bounded. 
b) Let f  be strictly bounded. An open covering U = { U J i  ., of the 
space G and family { f , ) ,  ., of functions fi E BG(Ui) exist such that the con- 
ditions of the definition of "strictly bounded" hold. These remain true 
for any refinement. Hence it can be assumed that J I  U i  is generated by 
an element of BG(Ui) such that there exists an open covering B = { ( y i I i  
of C with Pi compact and contained in U i .  Now, if ( i , j )  E I ( l ) ,  an element 
I z i j  E BG(Ui n U j )  exists such that J 1 U i  n U j  = hi,% 1 U i  n U j .  Then 
( f ,  - f j ) z  E J T  for all z E Ui  n U j .  Lemma 2.3 gives aij  E B G ( y  n V j )  such 
that fi  - f j  = a,,hij on V1: n V j  n G .  Hence the conditions 1-3 of the 
Lemma are satisfied for the covering 23, the family { f i  I Vi n GIi  ., and the 
functions hEj 1 Vi n n G and ai j  (observe that it was necessary to use 
Lemma 2.3). Q.E.D. 
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Now, the main result can be proved: 
Theorem 2.8. Let G = G1 x -.. x G,, # @ be an open, bounded and 
connecfed strbset of C" with G, c C for v = I,..., 11 .  Let 23 be the sheaf 
of bounded holornorphic Ji~irctions on 6 .  Let J be a globally principal 
ideal sheaf in 23 with J # 23. Let f be a strictly bouncled holomorphic 
fi~nction for J 011 S ( J ) .  Thev! a bo~rrzded holotnorphic firnctiorz F on G 
exists such that 
F ( S ( J )  =f. 
Proof. The exact sequence 0 + J -+ 23 -+ 0 induces an exact 
sequence 
Hence p is surjective. Take s E r(G,Q) such that v(s) = f .  A bounded 
hoIomorphic function F E B,(G) = T(G,%) exists such that P(F)  = s . 
Hence p(F,) = S ( Z )  for each z E 6 . Hence f = v(s) = F ]  S( J )  by the con- 
struction of v(s) using W, = G and f" = F for all x E G .  Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.8 and Stout's Theorem 2.4 imply: 
Theorem 2.9. Let G = G I  x ... x G, where each G, = { z  E C I I z I < 1) 
is the unit disc. Let 23 be the sheaf of germs of bo~rncled holornorphic 
f ~ ~ n c t i o n s  011 6 and J be a principal ideal sheaf in 23 with J # 23. Let 
f be a strictly bounded holomorphic function f o r 5  on S ( J ) .  Then a boiltzded 
holovzorphic function F exists on G stlch that F I S ( J )  = f .  
Define G = { ( z ,  w) E c2 1 I z 1 < 1 and I w 1 < 1 ) .  Define h(z ,  rv) = 
(w - +)(zw - $1. Define J = h23 on G .  Define 
S ,  = { ( z , + ) ( z E c  with l z ]  < l ) ,  
Then S ( J )  = S , u S , .  Define f : S ( J ) - + C  by f I S ,  = 0 and f I S ,  = 1. 
Then f is bounded and holomorphic. Alexander [l] has shown that f is 
not the restriction of a bounded holomorphic function on G .  Hence f is 
not strictly bounded! 
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